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The War Has Not Ended For
Millions Of U. S. Families
"War service has not ended," said
President Truman last week in a broadcast from the White House. "I don't need
to tell anybody that whose son is still
serving with the occupation forces or
with the service troops in this country.
For them, the war is still going on".
The President was appealing for generous contributions to the War Fund campaign to help the 17 agencies valiantly
trying "to finish the job" by rendering
service to the 8 millions of American men
and women still in uniform around the
world.
The President called attention to the
fact that this final War Fund campaign
is for three purposes . . . for continued
friendly service to those still having a
job to do in the armed forces, for health
and welfare services for people at home,
and for the relief of war stricken persons
in liberated areas.
The Princeton Rotar4 Club has undertaken to sponsor the War Fund eampaign
in this county, well aware tho its mem-

bers are that it is not going to be an easy
task to collect the contributions which
will make it possible for Caldwell county._
again to subscribe its full quota to the
national goal.
The campaign gets off to a belated
start here, which is all the more reason
we should all be ready, when a solicitor
comes, with our donations.
There is a sense of thanksgiving„ and
there should be a feeling of generosity in
victory, throughout this community ...
for our boys, in steadily increasing numbers, are coming home. That millions of
them will not, because they cannot neglect the major job of policing which the
victory brought our nation, brings sympathy for them and their loved ones to
our hearts. This sympathy should be
manifested by donations to the War Fund
which has made and will continue to make
their lot much more easy to bear.
The War Fund campaign is _our unfinished war business and this community owes an obligation to see it through.

..............

Give to your community
GEO

WAR FUND

Pennyrile Postscripts
Commander K. L. Barnes, before the war one of Princeton's
most popular young doctor& and
during the war, head surgeon
in a large Navy hospital on Sinpan, has landed at Oakland,
Calif, his wife was notified last
weekend. He does not expect to
be released from the service
soon but will be stationed in
this country for a while.
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Gregory
•
man
Congress
We believe that
A lot of folks are going to bership__men and women who
inan
imjoses
bill
this
that
mind
had in
miss Arch Walker from the drug had to join unions and pay, betolerable burden on the low income group store with which he has been fore they could work in war
in the First District, and all over Ken- identified so long, the last 33 plants. Unorganized workers and
tucky and America, and that he couldn't years in the same stand on our those in professions are in the
found out
see his say clear to rob them in order Main street. Arch somewhat middle of the Labor fight, as
this week, probably
usual; and, since these far outof
class
a
to
money
to providee loafing
io his sill:prise, that he has number the organized workers,
workers who have been making more many devoted friends in Prince- it is hoped some reasonable solumoney than ever before in their lives.
ton who, when they learned he tion of the strike trouble soon
We hope that he continues to oppose had sold out to Carwin Cash can be had.
the payment of tax money for this pur- and Frank Gordon, dropped in
•
their best wishes for
Easy to understand the repose. In doing so he will demonstrate to extend
fun in his new leisure.. luctance of members of the Hosof
lot
a
that he is a faithful public servant. Con- and to wish him well otherwise. pital Board to go through with
gressmen who refuse to use their power
their announced intention of
•
Mr. Walker has been in the closing down the hospital Octobto make public money a private gravy
train for favored groups deserve the re- drug and jewelry business 45 er 1. No question about this
years, all told. He went to work making hardship for some perspect of all the people.
Kevil & Wylie, in 1903, left
for
Mr. Gregory deserves that respect. them to work in Memphis for a sons. What is the best thing to
do about continuing the oper)
(Cynethiana Democrat
time, returned when the laigi ation in the present inadequate
Ed Johnson bought out Kevil
Wylie and later himself purMr. Wylie's interest,
chased
when the latter became postthe.
for
feels no attachment. It is bad
master, in 1917. Quiet and uncountry.
Walker is a
assuming, Arch
It is wrong economically to rob the gentleman of the old school. His
countryside to swell the overpopulated personal following has been
the years and his
cities leaving dead villages and empty large through
a landwark in
almost
store
acres while the cities go broke trying to pleasant mecca of the town's
service the new horde.
business section.

Congressman Gregory
Favors Taxpayers •
The House Ways and Means Committe,
last week shelved the bill so extend the
unemployment benefits of war workers to
26 weeks. Noble Gregory, Congressman
from the First District of Kentucky, voted
to shelve the bill.
We are convinced that he is right.
There are thousands of people in his District, and over Kentucky, who approve
and commend his stand.
All war workers receive unemployment
benefits under existing laws which require employers to withhold a part of
their wages, and match these sums with
an equal amount of their own money, in
order to provide these benefits.
The bill in question seeks to add to
these amounts from money collected from
the general taxpayers. A single person
who makes a thousand dollars a year pays
approximately one hundred and fifteen
dollars income tax. Most of these war
workers have been paid extravagantly
large wages. Our readers may recall a
news item some weeks ago about an
Oklahoma farm family which had gone
to the West Coast and worked in the
war plants. The news item related how

change when all the
It is walking up
persons
.most good for the most
world
this business of continuing ing for progress toward
hill,
this
ultimately ... still seems to
new living. The
a
for
boost
boost,
boost,
observer to call for closing down to
in tun ... in challenge te
this hospital r'
the hospital in Princeton ... due
... since that seems to be
tine
our
to
seems definite: We mustil
a very large measure
only way Princeton can get
and decadent complacency with good, modern hospital, or
better hospital.
things as they are and our dis- up our minds that our sed
•
of change from the ancient is on the down grade; ilag
like
cassix
took
here
One doctor
(illogically) honored tra- willing to
and
last
Hospital
countenance silo,
es to the Marin
"what
that
past
the
of
condition.
dition
week, I am reliably informed.
our was good enough for grandpappy
•
The patients w6uldn't go to
The amazing thing that
to is good enough for us".
ought
This
.
local institution
many men's lives turn;
old
•
0
be sufficient evidence the
Uphill going however makes as they do, when all the
t:
hospital is passe, should be retougher
and
and
stouter
muscles
handicaps are taker
placed for economic reasons ....
causes
downhill
consideration . ,
"
and coasting
If not for the much better reason
muscles to atrophy. When this and taxes.
that we need a more sanitary,

CADILLAC
VACUUM CLEANER
Come in today and let us demonstrate this new Vaccum
Cleaner — Show you the many improvements science has made
on this product — The many new added features.
Come in, talk it over, get your name on our First-to-be

The Louisville Courier-Journal, one of
the country's great newspapers,is alarmed
over the depopulation of Kentucky.
The Courier-Journal's concern bears directly on Detroit and what Detroit's setup
The wartime ratio of city and rural
•
is to be, industrially, after the war.
Arch says :he will play a lot
dwellers is out of natural and healthy balIf R. J. Thomas, president of U.A4W.of golf.
... and work for other
ance. It should not be perpetuated.
s, when they are sick
pharmacist
drawn
is
It
wealth.
no
C.I.O., has his way the structure of
produce
Cities
or want to take vacations. He
from the land, and of this wealth Ken- doesn't think time will hang
American postwar industry is already up.
tucky has its share: Of coal, of hardwood, heavy on his hands and seems
It will continue in its wartme pattern. Mr.
of limestone, of deep rich earth on its riv- to regret only that his contacts
Thomas would keep intact the unnatural
er bottoms and in the Blu• Grass country. with his friends will be less
in
war
uring
concentrations of manufact
Scenically it is one of the loveliest of the numerous. Here's wishing him
centers, like Detroit,. where by a coinciStates, an asset it has never fully cap- many more happy years ... and
dence the bulk of Mr. Thomas' dues-payhis successors a full measure of
italized upon.
ers now happen to be.
success.
ex-mountain
No one would have the
Many of these dues-payers are late ar•
dweller return to a cabin and corn patch
Hylo Mohon was in to tell us
rivals from States to the south. Kentucky
on a sterile sidehill farm. It is unneces- Friday morning about the teleis one.
sary. Kentucky has the elements of a phone strike, which silenced all
The Courier-Journal puts Kentucky's
here and elsewhere
prosperous economy. But nothing will telephonest
loss in population in the war period at
throughou the Nation four hours
come of these if its young and venture- that afternoon....And a blessing it
360,000, or one-eighth of the 1940 total.
some blood goes, and stays, away.
was too in many instances. One
Of 120 counties only Jefferson, in which
With the stake and the widened view of ribald gent said he wished to
Louisville is situated, and two others, allife its sons are acquiring in the cities, High Heaven the strikers would
so on the Ohio River, have shown gains.
hundreds of Kentucky enterprises could go out permanently . . and then
In some mountain counties 40 per cent
he'd never be bothered by the
be set up in the days ahead; to the great gosh-blinked phone
of the people have disappeared—largely
again!
advantage of Kentuckians, of their state,
in this direction!
•
and the country.
Anyhow Hylo made it clear to
Louisville itself has been something of
We cite Kentucky because The Courier- us that the strikers were not
a boom town. Its own industry and war
Journal has included Detroit in its text. striking against his company; oh
plants across the river have drawn to
For Kentucky, one could read any of its no, and far be it! They were
its midst thousands whom it is hard put
striking against the Federal Govneighbors to the south.
50
travels
one
if
Yet
to house and feed.
ernment, if you please. Which
miles back into Kentucky he comes upon
seemed to him much better; but
•
was it?
many a ghost town.
maga
done
have
the
railroads
"I
think
the
emptyal
believes
The Courier-Journ
•
We told him we would be in
ing of the countryside—unless the wannificient job. During one of the early no wise disgruntled by t h e
derers are to return—is unhealthy.
years of the war I undertook to keep strike, that the more things like
We are bound to agree. So are those
somewhat of a record of what the rail- that happened, the sooner the
120 millions of Americans who
who make a profession of sociology, of
roads were doing. They carried 12,000,000 do NOT belong to unions will get
knowing what is best for a society.
Aoldiers, sailors and Marines. We did not fed up with being discommoded
So are enlightened leaders of industry
have that many in service, but one serv- and imposed upon by the 10 milwho want not more crowding of factories
lions who do belong to the unice
man was perhaps,carried several times.
and factory populations into existing hives
They carried 80,000,000 tons
of industry, but a wider dispersal; to
-ant and the ocr-Tr-p-Fos— spread emelt-Oil
—"---.111-"tIlIrgErrreftegrrirtftr,orPrt---tmile—cetrm-r,14c:arrcrsrartr----it would be well if the railroads were let long to the unions. Then we can
perity and buying power that 16 with it;
alone. They are carrying all the passen- all tell the government where it
to build the country up in all its parts. •
can go....and of course, the Fedgers they can and are doing a magnificent eral
It is wrong to deplete a State of its engovernment is only US.
job. Of course, planning can be done with
terprising stock—the kind that goes away
respect to anything, but it is inconceivWilliam F. Adams, radioman,
to war and to war factories. Add the
able that a system which has carried first class, United States Navy,
war dead and maimed to the war workers
12,000,000 service men in one year in the who was honorably discharged
who may not return, and Kentucky could
early part of the war cannot take care of at Great Lakes October 1, joined
be left in a bad way.
The Leader staff as Linotyper
the travel neaessitated by the redeploy- this week . . . and right
It will be bad for the uprooted native,
gladly
ment of our troops.".
set down in an unfamiliar imvironmant.It
was he welcomed. "Bill" entered
HON, ALBERT B. CHANDLER, OF the Navy in February, 1942,
;le bad ,for the eenunguity to which he
served 3 years, 7 months, We bedrawn suddenly In number, and in
him to be about the beat
lieve
will.
h he has no stake and to
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Detroit And Kentucky
An Editorial from the Detroit News.
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THE NEW GULF
GASOLINES!
Your Good Gulf Dealer now has an ample supply
of the NEW GULF GASOLINES.
limesday. that
They're still known by the sameeanames
Gulf gave its fine motor fuels of an

THAT GOOD GULF
and
GULF NO-NOX

knock
"get-up-and-go" on hills without ping or
straightthe
on
ease
... swift, smooth, gliding
away ... and record mileage per gallon.
Pull up at the sign of the Gulf Orange Disc and
treat your car to a tankful of "postwar power."
'A new motoring thrill awaits you at your Good
Gulf Station.

These NEW GULF GASOLINES assure you
quicker starting ...surging power in pick-up ...
r w•ra.mg wocteimu

sear..
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Column

News From

'Pate Three
Will Walker, of Adair county,
will spread three tons of limestone to the acre on a farm he
bought last winter. U. S. 13 yellow hybrid corn will be picked
from the standing stalks, the
land disked and sowed to whoat
in October, and the lime then
spread. The wheat will be fertilized when seeded and topdressed with ammonium nitrate
next spring. Timothy will be
seeded when the wheat is put
in red clover scattered on the
frozen ground in Februray.

Profit From
The Past Fertilizer

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
county almost
40
years
ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceBy j, F. Graham
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular
Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
.JiortIy after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Plant Beds with
Princeton, Ky. April 10,1923. Miss Myra Brooks attended a
Hunt, tobacco specialMrs. S. W. Baker, accompaned family reunion picnic at Kuttawa
has
Agriculture,
by Mrs I. N. Day, of Dawson, Springs, at Kuttawa,
• ege of
Sunday.
owing to say regarding
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Terry, Mrs. About 50 persons were psysent
method of control in
Gus Baker and Miss Tommie and they report lots of
dinner
Baker as his guests, left yes- and a good time.
plant beds.
cyanamid method of weed
terday morning on a pleasure
trip to New Orleans, La., and
in tobacco plant beds has
Princeton, Ky. Sept. 4, 1923.
advantages:
Havana, Cuba.
owing
Mr. Luther Pool, of Terre
weeds well
Haute, Ind. is here for a few days
p controls
Princeton, Ky. May 11, 1923. visit with homefolks, on account
that little or no handMrs. E. A. Torrance, of Evans- of the illness of his mother.
s neessary.
Since
ville, Ind., who gave readings and coming home, Mr. Pool
ugh elimination of
has
made an address before the bought the Shipton Pettit
it reduces the
resiparticularly
members of the Woman's Club, dence, known as the 0. P.
f disease,
Eldred
Friday afternoon was the honor place, on West Main street. As
plant beds.
guest at a pretty dinner party superintendent of the McClintock,sts less than steaming
at the Henrietta Hotel that day Marshall Co., of Pittsburgh,
g. and only a fraction
Pa.,
at high noon, at which Mrs. R. Mr. Pool ,is necessarily
as hand-weeding.
absent
Roy
plants
vigorous
Towery
was
hostess.
-Aures
Around from home a great deal of his
the exquisitely appointed table time.
-dst disease and withwere seated Mesdames Torrance,
,nsplanting well.
J. D. Leech, Agnes Scott, Henry
.cquires no additional
Princeton, Ky. Sept. 4, 1923.
Towery, John T. Lamb, Birdie Mrs. D. M. Speed, of Philadelerv or equipment
Kevil Pettit and Mrs. Roy Tow- phia, is expected to arrive here
'mple and easy to do.
cry. s •
cyanamid method of weed
Thursday for a visit to her uncle,
Mrs. Torrance, with Mesdames Col. H. C. McGoodwin. Her husin tobacco plant beds CLAIMS RECOV
Y
THROUGH
Towery,
VISION
—
Thomas
Miss
Bond, Otis band is a captain in the U. S.
Ninabelle
in practical farm use Cross, 38-year-old
former grade school teacher of Upper San- Smith and Misses Dixie Smith,
y years. It has been dusky, Ohio,
claims
she
was
cured
after being bedfast 16 years Ellen Wood and, Dixie Leonard
y tested in every irnby seeing a vision three times, during which
she was told: "You Towery, were the guests of the
t tobacco belt in the have had faith and
Princeton, Ky. Sept. 4, 1923.
will be cured". She is shown in front of proprieters of the Satterfield
States. No question reMiss Pamelia Gordon has reher home. (AP Wirephoto)
and
Bond
Cafe,
at
a
daintily
effectiveness
if
to its
turned home after a two months'
served luncheon last Friday
isclly done. But it must ward. In any ordinary season. the disc
visit to her aunt, Mrs. J. R.
set
up
at
a
sharp
angle,
afternoon
at
five
o'clock.
:•Ight in order to work rainfall may be sufficient, but or to
Davidson, of Dyer, Tenn.
work it once or twice over
id the simple directions if the soil is dry, watering is
with a 5-shovel cultivator, and
Princeton, Ky. July 31, 1923.
them carefully.
necessary.
The British organized the firs
then harrow repeatedly with a Mrs. C. M. Wood and children
locaticon
drained
well
Change Tobacco Plant Bed spike-tooth
"Airgraph Service" to maintai
harrow
or
rake
returned
Sunday
from
a
pleasant
.;co plant beds. Light
Location Each Year.
thoroughly. The disc or cultivat- visit at Fairfield, Ill. They were contact with troops in Egypt an,
soils containing plenty
Where the cyanamid method or puts some of the
cyanamid accompanied home by Mr. Wood, India via microfilm.
are to be preferred as of weed control is used, the to- down four
inches deep and the who joined them at Fairfield
more easily worked, bacco plant beds should be put harrow
or rake mixes it with last week
:led to be cloddy, crust in a new location each year. the soil: In
case the bed is premore
up
W. W. Johnson
warm
no,
Cyanamid contains 70 per cent4 pared by hand, cyanamid should t
Princeton, Ky. July 31, 1923.
the spring, and pro- lime and repeated treatment of be well
J. Y. O'Bannon
mixed into the soil with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Goodwin
:ler plants.
the same area would be likely a hoe, and the job finished by and family,
Miss
Estella
Goodanamid treatment must to cause over-liming.
thorough raking.
win, Mrs. G. P. Goodwin and For Immediate
,ed in the fall—in KenCyanamid Method of Weed
Delivery On
early
or
September
ai
Control in Tobacco Plant Beds,
1. Clear the bed of all weeds
MONUMENTS
Cyanamid to Moist Soil. and trash.
it very essential that there 2. Prepare a fine clod-free bed
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
good supply of moisture in and rake it smooth.
There
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
at the time the treat- should be no clods
larger than a
shortly
afteror
applied
is
cherry as weed seeds within
Paducah Granite
The current year's City Taxes will belarge clods fail to absorb cyanaMarble,
Stone Co.
mid and are not killed.
come delinquent on November 1, 1945,
402 South 3rd Street
3. Immediately after preparand a 10 percent penalty will be added to
Paducah, Kentucky
ing the seed bed and before the
Phone 799
those
remaining unpaid after that date.
freshly worked soil has time
ronce Agency
to dry out, broadcast cyanamid
All water accounts become due and
at the rate of % pounds per
117 W. Main St.
square yard.
payable at the Collector's office on the
Princeton, Ky.
4. Immediately after broadcastfirst day of each month, and a 10 percent
ing cyanamid, mix it thoroughly
Established
penalty is added to accounts remaining unwith the top four inches of soil.
This is a very important step
paid after the 18th of each month.
1907
and one in which a great many
mistakes have been made. ReSave the penalty by paying now.
peated discing tends to mix
cyanamid too deep, with the I
result that it is diluted with so
, For A Day
much soil that it does not do
a good job of killing weed seeds.
Collector
But For All Time" Harrowing with a spiketooth
harrow or raking does not mix
cyanamid deep enough, with the
result that the cyanamid is too
'We Have Stayed
highly concentrated in the top
inch or two of soil and may injure tobacco seed. It is much
And Paid"
better, after cyanamid is applied, to disc the bed over once with

Elzy Bryant, Adair county, got
better results from the use of
2-12-6 complete fertilizer than
from an application of 20 percent
superphosphate,,in growing U.S.
I'd yellow hybrid corn this year.
Part of the field was treated
with complete fertilizer and part
with phosphate.
Willie Bryant also has one of
the best fields of U.S. 13 hybrid
corn in Adair county. Growing Everybody Reads
The Leader
on land that was phoaphated
while in grass, it was treated
along the rows of 2-12-6 fertilizer. It will be seeded to wheat in
October, when a complete fertilizer will be applied, to be followed with an application of
ammonium nitrate in February
or March.
As a result of soil tests made
by County Agent R. B. Rankin,.

Sept. 7 is Independence Day in
Brazil.

OLD WAVE
llsdi Alt cossass 5 full
ounces of Soloweyo•
'Polak* widi Korlowo
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Mirth and Melody!

PAUL
MUM
with
GENE
•1 AUTRY
JIMMY
DURANCE
ANN
MILLER

C. A. Woodall

MARGUERITE CHAPMAN
LARRY PARKS
PHILIP VAN ZANDI

Added!...
POPETE
NOVELTY
SERIAL

... smashing records on the speed /Jay ...
knocking enemy planes out of the sky as
America's ace of aces ... kindling hope
In men's hearts on a lonely raft in the
Pacific! Yet greater than all these things

was the love he inspired in a woman!

20th CENTURT-MX PRESENTS A ZUREXA PICTURA INC PRODUCTION

i

[RID MacMURRAY
Here's Work For the Future
We WANT every Kentuckian to know our future plans. For
Kentucky and the Telephone Company have been working
closely together for many years.

• If you like to look feminine,
wear a softly shirred handbag.
perfect foil for frills! If you're
. sophisticated, choose a undo*
beg with gleam to make tailopW

suits sparkle! Penney-pretdesl,
•—•41hrte•Te-r•-aoct-ta..saa..

"What's coming up?" Quite a lot — the greatest expansion
program in the history of the telephone in Kentucky as soon
as materials are available.
It means spending millions of dollars to provide telephones
for all who have been waiting for them. This is one of our
f:st. jobs! A greatly expanded telephone program for our
farmer friends is also in process. Expansion of long distance
s?rvice ft being scheduled too. It will include the Installation
of coaxial cables to handle more calls with speed and convenience for you, and provide more facilities for that exciting visual art —television. A mass .pf construction is to be
done and a new service to motor vehicles is also in the offing.
What does it all add up to? For one thing, it means more
opportunity for the returning veteran, for all Kentuckians.

awestimmeta-talsaitetut-stiataiktiriltatttlift.g14....
that is essential to the state's growth. Each gives impetus
to the other, as our friendly relationship has in the past.
More work for the future. That's what it means, when you
erlyse It, and Kentuckians have a knack of getting at the
I art of things. They like to see the menhalling of Men.
Loney and Materials; that American combination which
put Kentucky out in front, and keeps it there.
Yea, there's prosperity in work. And prosperfty means
happiness for Lentualchum. As for the 8,826 men and women
of the Telephone Company in Kentucky, we face the future
with confidence,
J. K. ReALI3T1CR, Kentucky Metwigoe

SOUTIIERI BELL TELEPIUE All TELIUAPI CONPAIT
INCOR•OROTI•

LYNNBARI -CHARLES BICKFORD-THOMAS MITCHELL.LLOYD HOLAN.JAMES GLEASIN
Added Units!...
LITTLE LULU CARTOON
TRAVEL IN COLOR
LATEST WORLD NEWS

SUN - MON - TUES
OCT. 14 - 15 - 16
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 17
THRILL-A-MINUTE.DRAMA OF MEN
•AND WOMEN BEHIRIMISMUCATEFfr--

"WITHIN THESE WALLS"
featuring

Thema MITCHELL•Mary ANDERSON
Edward RYAN • Mark STEVENS
Pius! . . COMEDY and WESTERN FICATURITTE

COMING!, OCT. 18 - 19
The Story Behind The Protection
—0-f—The—ATOM40--BOMBI. -Filmed.....
With The Co-operation Of The F.B.I.

'HOUSE ON 92nd STREET"
William

EYTHE

signe
HASSO

Lloyd

NOLAN

A Masterpiece et Suspense and Thrills!

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
Brm
asrhserHand
E Mr.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The firm of Walker's Drugs
& Jewelry having been purchased by us, we wish to announce to the public that business will be continued in the
same location, under the same
firm name, and we shall endeavor to maintain the same
high type of business policy,
practiced by this store since its
organization, over 35 years ago.
We solicit your patronage, and
will be pleased to serve you to
the best of our abilities.

Earl M. Mitchell, USN4.
On USS Richmond

Earl M. Mitchell, water tender,
first class, USN, Cadiz street, served on the USS Richmond as she
anchored off Ominato Naval Base
to help in the occupation of
northern Japan.
• •.

William H. Stout, USN,
On Under-Water Team

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
J. Frank Gordon
Carwin V. Cash

William, H. Stout, k chief
machinist's mate, USN, Henrietta Hotel, served with an underwater demolition team of the
Navy, among a group of swimmers who paved the way for
invasion of enemy-held beaches,
in the Pacific area.
• • •

Dr. R. H. Wood New
Murray President Chandler's Resignation

• ••
Hubert M. Boone, USN
Serving On USS Olympus

Hubert M. Boone, seaman, second class, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Boone, Fredonia, is serving
on the USS Mount Olympus, one
of the first U. S. Naval vessels
to enter Tokyo Bay.
• • •

Pvt. Al Thomas Page
Returns To Kansas Camp
Pvt. Al Thomas Page left
Tuesday for Ft. Riley, Kans.,
after spending a furlough here
with his wife. He was formerly
stationed at Camp Livingston,
La. Mrs. Page accompained him
to Evansville.
• • •

Cpl. Dennie Gresham
Gets Service Award
Cpl. Dennis Gresham, 32, has
received the Meriaorious Service
Unit award as a member of the

day.
J. B. Ray Jr. and daughter,
of Pride, visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Sr. here
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wring, of
Evansville, were weekend guests
of their daughter, Mrs. Cecil

sonville,
here.

were

recent

Machine Made
Concrete Blocks
Kentucky III-Products
CADIZ ROAD

Princeton, Ky,

MURRAY, Oct. 9--Dr. Ralph United States Senator from Ken-

H. Woods, State director of vo- tucky to Gov. S. S. Willis, he an-

cational education for Kentucky, nounced at Chicago Tuesday, in
was elected president of Murray order to devote his full tune to
State College Monday by the being Baseball Commissioner,
board of regents at a special at $50,000 a year. A letter to Govmeeting. He succeeds the late ernor Willis was mailed from
The huge crowd that gos more thrills than any which ever saw a World Series baseball game
week , Senator
Dr. James H. Richmond.
Chicago this
before, is pictured above. Skeeter Webb, Detr oit Tigers' shortstop, has just his an infield
He was elected unanimously Chandler said, in accordance with
bouncer in the first inning of the sixth game. He was thrown out. The Cubs finally won
by the board with a full mem- his promise to give the Governor
the game, 8 to 7, in the 12th inning after a see-saw contest which ran the full gamut of diamond
bership present at a meeting time to appoint a successor to the
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A Stitch In Time
SAVES TROUBLE LATER ON
An overhaul and reconditioning job, like the "stitch
time" can save costly breakdowns. Not only is it instir
against serious trouble, but it keeps your John
working at top efficiency—delivering all the power
need and doing it economically.

Case of heavy
fleeced
timed
sweat shirts — 3646.

The men in our shop are not only first rate mechani
they are factory-trained and able to give your John
tractor the special service that will make it run like
They will use only genuine John Deere parts, when Ina
J
necessary replacements, and that is important because
Deere parts are exactly like the originals.

RED GOOSE shoes are
stylish deals.., popular as a
letter man. From N. Y. to
California they lead the shoe
parade ...are box office stuff
with the smartest crowds.
For RED GOOSE Shoes are
so rugged they take the
hottest licks...so sweet they
please the smoothest
man.

FL0 WAX
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The world's need for food will make great demands
you and your equipment next season, so take that "s
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in time" — bring your John Deere tractor in soon
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moderate,
general check-up. The cost will be
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be SURE you can meet whatever demands the next
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QUICK! It's EASY!...to gat lovely waxed
Moon and woodwork with self-polishing
Wax. Just apply—Flo-Wax dries in 20 minutes to a rich, smooth, wear-resistant finish!
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Western Kentucky Na- Sent To Willis; Nov. 1
tive Chosen To Succeed Believed Effective Date
Dr. James H. Richmond Senator A. B. "Happy" Chandtoy Associated ereas)
ler has sent his resignation as

Wilford M. Oliver, USNR
Sent To Treasure Island
Wilford Murl Oliver, seaman,
first class, USNR, Cobb, Route 1,
has reported in tst the U. S. Naval
Armed Guard Center, Treasure
Island, San Francisco, after
spending II months as a member
of a crew aboard a merchant
ship.

(BY Dorothy Brasher)
Misses Charlotte Hurst alid
Ida Marion Dean, of Marion,
were overnight guests of Mrs.
Ruble Akridge.
Staff Sgt. Allen Fuller, of
Smyrna Air Base, Tenn., is visiting his mother, Mrs. Tom Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Akridge
and son, Charles, were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Hurst, in Marion, Sunday.
Dinner guests of Mrs. L. C.
Foley, Thursday night were Mrs.
F. G. Whitt, Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous, Mrs. Charles T. Taylor and Miss Gwendil Ordway.
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. McDowell,
Cadiz, were visitors here Sun*

Brlier

Greenfield and son,
Princeton were week:
of Mrs. J. B. Sou
and

Only Genuine John Deere Repair Parts
fit and wear like the Originals

ANNOUNCEMENT

SCENE IN HECTIC SERIES GAME, MONDAY

The firm of Walker's Drugs
Jewelry
having been purchased by us, we wish to announce to the public that business will be continued in the
same location, under the same
firm name, and we shall endeavor to maintain the same
high type of business policy,
practiced by this store since its
organization, over 35 years ago.
We solicit your patronage, and
will be pleased to serve you to
the best of our abilities.

Earl M. Mitchell, USN,
On USS Richmond
Earl M. Mitchell, water tender,
first class, USN, Cadiz street, served on the USS Richmond as she
anchored off Ominato Naval Base
to help in the occupation of
northern Japan.
• • •

William H. Stout, USN,
On Under-Water Team

Walker's Drags & Jewelry
J. Frank Gordon
Carwin V. Cash

H. Stout, k chief
William
machinist's mate, USN, Henrietta Hotel, served with an underwater demolition team of the
Navy, among a group of swimmers who paved the way for
invasion of enemy-held beaches,
in the Pacific area.
• • •

(By Dorothy Brasher)
Misses Charlotte Hurst Etnd
Ida Marion Dean, of Marion,
were overnight guests of Mrs.
Ruble Akridge.
Staff Sgt. Allen Fuller, of
Smyrna Air Base, Tenn., is visiting his mother, Mrs. Tom Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Akridge
and son, Charles, were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Hurst, in Marion, Sunday.
Dinner guests of Mrs. L. C.
Foley, Thursday night were Mrs.
F. G. Whitt, Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous, Mrs. Charles T. Taylor and Miss Gweedil Ordway.
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. McDowell,
Cadiz, were visitors here Sun-

Western Kentucky Na- Sent To Willis; Nov. 1
tive Chosen To Succeed Believed Effective Date
Dr. James H. Richmond Senator A. B. "Happy" Chand-

Wilford Murl Oliver, seaman,
first class, USNR, Cobb, Route 1,
has reported in at the U. S. Naval
Armed Guard Center, Treasure
Island, San Francisco, after
spending II months as a member
of a crew aboard a merchant
ship.
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Dr. R. H. Wood New
Murray President Chandler's Resignation

Wilford M. Oliver, USNR
Sent To Treasure Island
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ler has sent his resignation as
MURRAY, Oct. 9—Dr. Ralph United States Senator from Ken11. Woods, State direar• of vo- tetelleyato Gov. S. S. Willis, he ancational education for Kentucky, nounced at Chicago Tuesday, in
was elected president of Murray order to devote his full time to
State College Monday by the being Baseball Commissioner,
board of regents at a special at $50,000 a year. A letter to Govmeeting. He succeeds the late ernor Willis was mailed from
•• •
The huge crowd that gos more thrills than any which ever saw a World Series baseball game
Dr. James H. Richmond.
week , Senator
Chicago this
before, is pictured above. Skeeter Webb, Detr oit Tigers' shortstop, has just his an infield
Hubert M. Boone, USN
He was elected unanimously Chandler said, in accordance with
bouncer in the first inning of the sixth game. He was thrown out. The Cubs finally won
Serving On USS Olympus
by the board with a full mem- his promise to give the Governor
the game, 8 to 7, in the 12th inning after a see-saw contest which ran the full gamut of diamond
Hubert M. Boone, seaman, secbership' present at a meeting time to appoint a successor to the
sensations. ((IP) Wirephoto)
ond class, son of Mr. and Mrs.
held at the college. His election Senate post. It is believed the
J. E. Boone, Fredonia, is serving
386th Air Service Group on Iwo New Radio Show On
was for a four-year term, be- resignation is to become effective
on the USS Mount Olympus, one
Jima. His wife, Mrs. Virgie Mae
ginning Nov. 1, at a salary of November 1.
of the first U. S. Naval vessels
Gresham, lives in Princeton, and Air For Western Auto
$5,000 a year.
to enter Tokyo Bay.
Ralph Ward
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Gres- Each Sunday Morning
• • •
The board of trustees is comRalph Ward, 53, general salesham, live on Route 2, Cadiz. He
J. P. Wilcox, owner and operposed of John Fred Williams,
Pvt. Al Thomas Page
entered the Army in April, 1942, ator of the Western Auto Asso- man for the Kentucky Whip and
State superintendent of public
Returns To Kansas Camp
and has been in the Pacific Thea- ciate Store in Princeton, an- Collar Co., since 1911, died at
instruction, ex-officio chairman,
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nounces start of a new NBC Princeton Hospital Tuesday night Meorge Hart, Murray, Claude T.
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Engelhardt Will
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For Greater
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Machine Made
Concrete Blocks
Kentucky Hi-Products
CADIZ ROAD

Princeton, Ky.

For Sale,
Dwelling — Near Shirt Factory.

$2,750

C. A.Wooda
Insurance And Real Estate

Victory Loan To
Start October 29
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CORNETTEN

W1417E CREANIC

GENUINE LE,
WIZARD DeLUXE
Equal in quality, power, long
life to other "big name", batteries selling much higher.
Guaranteed 18 months—

25 and 60 Watt
40 Watt House Bulbs
100 Watt House Bulbs
200 Watt House Bulbs
Savings on other so

Why Pay
up to $12.4.5
MOST COTS.
Saga.
Odor Cars

$6.75
sarlags

SAVE GAS
WIZARD
STANDARD

PLUGS
Reg. ea. in sets 33c

CORNETTEN

Home Owned and Operated by

Princeton,

JOE P. WILCOX
HIAWATHA COLEMAN. Mgr.
Phone 212
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A Stitch In Time
SAVES TROUBLE LATER ON

Case of heavy
fleeced
timed
sweat shirts — 3646.

An overhaul and reconditioning job, like the "stitch
time" can save costly breakdowns. Not only is it insur
against serious trouble, but it keeps your John 'working at top efficiency—delivering all the power
need and doing it economically.

JIFFY BEAUTY
r'N'S WISH WAX!

The men in our shop are not only first rate mechan1.
they are factory-trained and able to give your John P.
tractor the special service that will make it run like
They will use only genuine John Deere parts, when ma,
7
necessary replacements, and that is important because.
Deere parts are exactly like the originals.

*Men's pull-over
sweaters, 36-46.
•Boy' s coat
sweaters, 28-36.
.Boy's pull-over
sweaters, 28-36.

FLO-WAX
A sc(vroosmo

r Loon Pomo
•••••• .•••••
•••• •••••

*Boy's
10-16.

plgskin

jackets,

*Men's leather coats.
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RED GOOSE shoes are
stylish deals.., popular as a
letter man. From N.Y. to
California they lead the shoe
parade...are box office stuff
with the smartest crowds.
For RED GOOSE Shoes are
so rugged they take the
hottest licks...so sweet they
please the smoothest
kt- man.

The world's need for food will make great demands u
you and your equipment next season, so take that
in time" — bring your John Deere tractor in soon la
general check-up. The cost will be moderate, and, you
be SURE you can meet whatever demands the next se
will make.
Drop in soon. Will you?

Automobile — Truck — Tractor Owners
All Makes Welcome
1Shenjyond -Morfratric---WiIsom

It's QUICK! It's EASY1...to get lovely waxed
Ara
floors and woodwork with seltpolishing
Wax. Just apply—Flo-Wax dries 10 20 minFlohO111D.
utes to a rich, smooth, weat-rasistant finish!

•Men's mackinaw coats.

'

CLAUDE ROBINS()
John Deere Tractors and Implements

COME IN TO SEE US

Wood & McElfatriok

Hopkinsville Road

Phone 321

Phone 1

Only Genuine John Deere Repair Parts
fit and wear like the Originals
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Childress were co-hostes1
meeting of the Ameriat a
home
s,egion Auxiliary at the
Hopkinsville
grs. Nuckols,
night, Oct., 4, at
A , Thursday

Family Reunion
A family reunion and picnic
was held recently at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Brown,
near Creswell, in honor of their
son, Dr. H. 0. Brown, Denver,
Colo.
Present were the honoree, H.
0. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Brown, Mx. and Mrs. Seldon
Jennings, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Jennings, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Singleton, Princeton; Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Babb and daughter,
Carmi; Fredonia, Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas Riley, Naomi and Robert
Elmon Riley, Crider; Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Taylor and son, Jamie; Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hayes,
John Will, Ellen Amble, Alberta
and Joe, Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Bryant, Henry Allen and

was opened by
'ele me ting°ck.
°Tn
president, Mrs. W. G. Larkins,
chairmen
r which program
named for the ensuing year;
vember, membership, Mrs. D.
Nuckols;
Tudor and Mrs. A. C.
•ntber, rehabilitation, Mrs.
legis• Lisanby; January,
W. Lisanby; Feb• e, Mrs. R.
Americanism, Mrs. R. D.
ser; March, community
Mrs. Harry Blades, Jr., and
'city, Mrs. R. L Putman.
grs. Ernest Childress, assisted
Mrs. Shelby 'Strong, gave a Eison, A. C. Nuckols, Alvin Lisram of Unit and War Activi- anby, R. L. Putman, G. R. Newman, William Larkins, R. D.
The hostesses served a salad Leech and R. W. Lisanby.
Mrs. A. C. Nuckols and Mrs. D.
, to the following members:
es H. W. Blades, J. Frank E. Tudor will be co-hostesses to
rgan, Harry Johnson, Mack the group in November at the
E. home of Mrs. Nuckols, Highland
n. Freeman Piercy, D.
Strong, John Avenue.
•r, Shelby
,,,,,,,

S.,'Srew Club

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Loftus
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy McElroy
spent several days in Nashville
last week.
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"heart-throb" pumps—detailed in
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Wood Drug Store

Friday, October 12, 1:30 p.m.
tenth annual meeting, Caldwell
Lebanon Baptist Church
Rev. John T. Cunningham will County Homemakers' Associafill the appointment of the Rev. iation, Central Presbyterian
R. G. Barnes at the Lebanon Bap- (.hurch
tist Church Saturday night and
Tuesday ,October, 16, 2 p.m.,
•
Sunday morning.
Otter Pond. Mrs. Alhert HartiCobb Baptist
gan, hostess.
p.m.,
.
Wednesday, October 17, 2
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Crider. Mrs. P. M. Adamson,
Chas, P. Brooks, Pastor
hostess.
Service,
Worship
Morning
Thursday, October 18, 2 p.m.,
10:55.
Mrs. H. C. Adams,
Friendship,
Fellowship
Christian Youth
hostess.
THE CENTRAL
Sermon by the pastor: "FisherPRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
man's Luck."
Hostess To Evitom Club
Donal Wilmoth, Minister
Youth Choir meets Tuesday
Mrs. Donal Wilmoth was hostChurch School 9:45 a.m.
7 p.m.
ess to members of the Evitom
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Circles 1 and 2 meet at reguClub at her home on S. JefferTopic: A Portrait of Jesus.
son street, Thursday night, Oct.
lar times.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
4, at 8 o'clock.
Topic: Jesus and Marriage.
Mid-week Prayer service
The program was in charge of
Wednesday 7 p.m. Continuation
OGDEN
MEMORIAL
Mrs. Bedford McChesney, and
of our Bible Study: "How Your
Mrs. Zonweiss Nave was elected METHODIST CHURCH
Bible Grew Up.".
J. Lester McGee, Minister
as the club's new president.
Present were Mesdames CharChurch School 9:45 a.m.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will fill
les Curry, Bedford McChesney,
Worship 11 A.M. Sermon by his regular appointment at Cobb
Zonweiss Nave, The Rev. and the pastor: "Kissing One's Moth- Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Donal Wilmoth and Miss er-In-Law".
He will preach at Cedar Bluff
Virginia Morgan.
Youth Fellowship 6 p.m.
Baptist Church Sunday night at
Evening Worship 7 o'clock. the usual hour.

&ger GUARAtiTEEP

pi:4SE :jetd:
Nere's a New Sunday Mornint
Listening Pleasure ...

CHEN YU

"THE CIRCLE-ARROW
SHOW"
Western
Near ...
Auto
Stodgy Morning—

NBC-WXXX
Owns"

Ki6'

Deere Repair NM
Originals
th•

/
2 miles E. of Friendship School
120 Acres - 11
6 Rooms - New Dwelling
Modern conveniences - Water & Bath Room Nice out Bldgs. - including Brooder House and
large Chicken House - Farm can be purchased
with crop and tools - Priced for quick sale.

Real Estate & Insurance

Speaking of Classics

• • •
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Jr. and
little son, C. M. Wood III, Providence, were week-end visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood,
Hopkinsville street.
• • •
Mesdames Gip Watkins, Walter Wood, Mr. and Mrs. K. D.
Wood and Miss Linda Wood
were guests of relatives here
Sunday.
• • •
Pvt. Al Thomas Page and Mrs.
Page spent Sunday with his
mother, Mrs. Ora Page, in Dixon,
from where they went to Evansville, where they spent Monday.
• • •
Mrs. Frederick Stallins spent
last week-end in Paducah with
Mrs. Dalton Woodall.
• • •
.Mrs. W. D. Tune and Mrs.
Lawrence Sims and little daughter, Linda Kays, of Union City,
Tenn., arrived here Tuesday for
a visit at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Sims.
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Six out of ten of the 37,000,000
occupied dwelling units in the
1944 had
United States in
mechanical refrigeration, compared with 15,000,000 or 44 percent in 1940.
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An estimated seven percent of
America's GIs have definite
plans for conducting a business
of their own after discharge, and
five percent plan to operate
farms.

Phony till

y.

It — Tractor
W•lcome

Homemakers Schedule

Sevison,
Henry
Mesdames
Shell Smith and Owen Ingram
_ were visitors in Hopkinsville
Monday.
• •.
Mrs. William Rice, Mrs. Richard Ratliff and Mrs. Charles
Ratliff spent Monday in Nashville.

0

*.g.

At The Churches

Mr. and Mrs. William Stanley Orange, Princeton, Route 3,
on the birth of a son, Joe Douglas, September 23.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Price,
Madisonville street, on the birth
of a son George Randall, September 26.
• • •
s‘and Mrs. William Satterfield, Owensboro, on the birth
of a son, Robert Guy, October 2,
at Daviess County Hospital. Mrs.
Satterfield is the former Geneva
Hughes and Mr. Satterfield is
the son of Mrs. Guy Satterfield,
Princeton.

sal Estate

ILCOX
. Mgr.
212

B & P W Club Will
Meet Friday Night

Brown and daughter, Delores,
Providence; R. L. Brown, Bardstowns George Brown, Marion;
Louise and Shirely, Henderson;
Mrs. Mary Vinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Reg Vinson and son, Letchel,
Fredonia; Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Oliver 'end children, Patty, Bobby
and Lee Roy, Louise and June
Mitchell, Barbara Nell and Billie
Joe Morse, Farmersville.

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

•• • • •
Dorothy Ann Davis

The So-Sew Club resumed its
regular meetings when memThe regular monthly meeting
bers met at the home of Mrs.
of
the Business and Professional
John Stinebaugh, Hopkinsville
street. The hostess, assisted by Women's Club will be held FriMrs. J. S. Stinebaugh, served. day night at 8 o'colck at the
a salad plate to Mesdames Har- George Coon
Library. Mrs. Mary
old Jones, George Stevens, HowBelle Simpson, local child welard McConnell, Robert Parsley,
fare worker, will be in charge
Frank Wilson, Hugh Skees and
of the program. All members
Delmar Shortt.
are urged to attend, as plans to
Mary Susan, all of Dalton; Mr. attend the anniversary meeting
and Mrs. James A. Bryant, Mad- to be held in Paducah will be
isonville; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur discussed.

Odal
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Spectacularly beautiful!

TELEPHONE

CH.AMBLISS

Phone 499
Midway Barber
Shop
Opposite Henrietta Hotel

Modern American classics—specialty
of the house! See them here today
young, wonderfully versatile fashions —
right anywhere, anytime, any place,
And yours at modest prices!

Coats ';25.00 to 1$59.95
Suits 1$17.95 to $59.95

Thursday, October 11, 1945
Replace
Children's Mental' Poles
Chopin's Remains
Ages Advanced By
Improving .Diets
school childHOW Kentucky
up their mental
ren have stepped
as
ages by 30 months, as well
improved their diets and living
conditions under the University
Kentucky -Sloan experiment in
of
applied economics, is outlined in
report of the Alfred
the annual
Foundation, Inc., which
p. Sloan
program.
is sponsoring the
for improveexperiment
The
areas is dement of low-income
igned to determine whether
school instruction in methods of
improving personal and family
economic conditions will raise
living in the comIre level of
munity. In Kentucky, the study
food as the
is concerned with
essential.
basic economic
The project is under immediate
supervision of the University of

New York—AP—The Polish
Press Agency says an urn containing the heart of Frederick
Chupan, Poland's greatest composer, has been returned to the
Church of the Holy Cross in
Warsaw. The urn had been hidden from the Germans.

Kentucky and is carried on in
close cooperation with the State
Department of Education. Certain
experimental schools are selected
and paired with control schools
where the conditions parallel
those in the experimental ones
as closely as possible.
In Kentucky measurements are
devised to record the status of
food in communities where experimental and control schools
are located. Then a new instructional program is introduced in
the experimental school, and the
school curiculum is built around
the necessity selected.
Specially prepared materials

Homemakers

EDDY CREEK
Thursday afternoon members
of the Eddy Creek Homemakers
held their first meeting of the
club year at the home of the
president, Mrs. D. W. Satterfield.
A lesson in home wiring was
given by Mrs. Wylie Brown,
home management leader. A
talk gri Japanese customs was
given by the home agent. Mrs.
Glycon Gresham led the recreation program. The club adjourned to meet October 25, with Mrs.
Martin Oliver.
The hostess served refreshsupplement the regular texts and
subjects are presented from the
standpoint of pressing need in
the immediate community and
possible ways of meeting it.
Practical demonstrations are also
arranged and functionel projects
organized to help bridge the gap
between .ischool learning and
community living.

.msst

TAN-Ializing new color
for Hails and lips!

lages within the county boundSoybean oil now challenges 211,105,000 pounds, or 44.4 peraries.
cottonseed oil in the production cent, was refined soybean oil.
NOW THEREFORE, notice is of oleomargarine. Of 475,076,000
hereby given that a public hear- pounds of oils and fats used in
There are at least 250 differing will be held pursuant to the 1944 in producing oleomargine, ent kinds of violets.
said petition, on the question of
the desirability and necessity, in
the interest of the public health,
safety and welfare, of the creation of such district; upon the
propriety of the petition, and all
other proceedings taken under
the said Act; and upon all questions relevant to such inquiries.
The said public hearing will be
held by the State Soil Conservisit
vation Committee on the 12th
day of October, 1945, beginning
at 10: A. M. in the County of
Caldwell, in the Court House in
Princeton.
THE STORE FOR FASHIONABLE
All persons, firms and corporations who shall hold title to,
WOMEN—
or shall be in possession of, any
lands lying within the limits of
the above described territory,
whether as owners, lessees, renters, tenants, or otherwise, and
all other interested parties are
invited to attend and will be
given opportunity to be heard
at the time and place hereinbefore specified.
STATE SOIL. CONSERVATION
COMMITTEE
By Harold A. Browning
THE GENERAL DANCES— Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle danHopkinsville, Ky.
910 S. Main St.
Chairman
ces with Showgirl Virginia Barrett in the aisle of the Shubert
Welch.
Roberta
By
Theater in Chicago, Ill., The General was in the city attending
Dated:
the VFW 46th annual Encampment. (AP Wirephoto)
September 27, 1945

When In Hopkinsville

Can's

Work Starts Soon
On Flood Control

CHIN YU
SMART SET GIFT BOX $1.75
(Sat tetra)

Pa • Seven
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Whether you are deeply tanned or have just thiit warm glow of
summer on your skin—here is the color your nails and lips
should wear with it. corm TU "Frozen Fire"—flame caught in
ice, and it does wonders for your summer frocks too!
Keep your nails and lips together. Get both nail lacquer and lipstick.

Wood Drug Store
Phone 611

Taxpayers

State Soil Conservation
Committee of Kentucky

NOTICE OF HEARING UPON
ORGANIZATION OF PROPOSED CALDWELL COUNTY
Kentucky To Get Five
SOIL CONSERVATION DISMajor Projects To
TRICT, EMBRACING LAND
LYING IN CALDWELL COUNCost 59 Million
TY, KENTUCKY
Washington,(IP) Four Kentucky
flood, river and harbor control
WHEREAS, on the 2nd day of
projects were listed for early July, 1941, there was duly filed
starts by the Army engineers, in the office of the State Soil
while a fifth is shded for next Conservation
Committee
at
spring.
Frankfort, Kentucky, a petition
Totaling $59,240,600, the five signed by at least 25 land ownKentucky projects are part of a ers pursuant to the provisions of
$1,494,570,460 national program the Soil Conservations Districts
the 'War Department has an- Law, (Chapter 8, 1940 Session
nounced is planned for this fall Acts, page ^37), requesting the
and next spring.
establishment of the Caldwell
Kentucky projects scheduled County Soil Conservation Disto be started this year include trict, and
Wolf Creek Resorvoir, estimated
WHEREAS, the lands sought to
cost $44,395,900; Dale Resorvoir, be included in the said district
a flood control dam on John's by said petition comprise lands
Creek, Floyd county. $2,645,000; in Caldwell Comity, described
and Newport, $2,094,700.
substantially as follows:
The fifth state project which
All the lands in Caldwell Counis slated for a spring start is a
ty, Kentucky, except that part
$7,150,000 Louisville flood conof the county included in the
trol proposal.
Tradewater Soil Conservation
ments to the following: Moss, District, and excluding all town
dames Cook Oliver, J. I. Lester, lots within the corporate limits
Charles Lester, W. H. Tandy, Gly- of Princeton and within the
.con Gresham, Martin ,Oliver limits of all other incorporated
Wylie Brown, Lloyd Beck and towns and unincorporated vilMiss Blanche Oliver.
makers held their September
FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr. meeting with Mrs. H. A. Goodhad charge of the major project win Friday afternoon. Present
lesson in home wiring at the were Mesdames Otho Towery,
meeting of Friendship Home- P. L. Funk, W. D. Armstrong, B.
afternoon. L. Paris, Hugh Murphy, Saul
Thursday
makers
Mrs. S. P. Davis was hostess. The Pogrotsky, Bernard Jones, Don
business session was conducted Boitnott, J. H. Presler, Lloyd
Beck, H. A. Goodwin and Harry
by Mrs. Wilbern Crowe.
Refreshments were served by Johnson.
A lesson on home wiring was
the hostess to Mesdames BrockMeyer, Crowe, Floyd Hunter, led by Mrs. W. D. Armstrong and
Shell White, Fenton Taylor, H. Mrs. Saul Progrotsky.
The thought for the day,
C. Adams, Harold Smith, Shell
Hunsaker, and Lloyd Beck. The "Time and Order", was given by
club adjourned to . meet next Mrs. P. L. Funk, who also had
charge of the social hour. The
month with Mrs. H. C. Adams.
club adjourned to meet October
HOPKINSVILLE ROAD
The Hopkinsvilic Road Home- 26, with Mrs. B. L. Paris.

oyes me!"

BO11I20 UMW* AUT4011111 OF THE COCA-COLA COMPAM IT

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

411111, HOW I'LL MN
THAT BED AT THE BROWN!"

The 1945 Tax Books Are
Now Open

We do our best to take care of evilrytiody, here at
Louisville's Brown Hotel

2%

but first preference

to service men and their families.

DISCOUNT

goes
•

All we ask is that they write or wire us, as much in
advance as possible, and we'll "turn heaven and earth"
to natke them comfortable.

on

taxes paid before
Nov.1, 1045

;

To our regret, we are sometimes unable to accommodate

All together they spell

everybody, even in normal seasons. But for men in
uniform, and their families, it is our especial duty and
pleasure to uphold every ideal of service. ...
Ineiireatally, we want psi te luxouLtbat our root; rates,
today in 1945, are exactly the same as they were in

Mitchell CM
Sheriff of Caldwell County

You can't see the rush on Long Distance
but ft's bigger than ever. Many thousands
of the calls are from returning service
men.
You can help their calls et through
quicker if you will "please limit your
call to 5 minutes" when the operator
requests ft.

Somas'Bat Tatham AND TOWN COWAN
JMCSIPDIATSC

1935 — and that ever' other price at the Brown is
still at ceiling or less.

THE

11111111IN
HOTEL — LOUISVILLE'S

LARGEST AND FINEST

arr=E: HAROLD R. HARMS. MANAGER

"

•

Thursda , October 11, 1945
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Ky. Farm News

Using A Frozen Food Locker.
If you had a garden you're clean, sort and stem fruits first the directions which come with
probably planning on having a quick-freezing, eleminating any it carefully.
In filling any cellophane baig
deep-freeze unit as soon as a- fruits that are green, bruised, or
beginning to spoil as one might with either fruit or vegetables, it
vailable after the war.
In the meantime, you may like contaminate an entire package. is most convenient to use a funto know how to prepare fruits Fruits like peaches, our most nel-like device and down they
and vegetables for quick-freezing plentiful this year, should be will go neatly into the carton.
After you have filled the bag,
If you have available a communi- sliced for freezing. Berries and
leaving enough room at the top
cherries may ke frozen whole.
ty quick-freeze locker.
Fruits may be frozen with or for expansion during freezing,
• One of the main points to re,member when you are preparing without sugar or syrup, but their you press all excess air carefully
food to take to the locker is to use prevents air from coming out of the cellophane container.
get the food just as fast as you into contact with the fruit and Now you heat-seal the cellophane
can from garden to locker.
aids in preservation of original pressing the edges of the bag toIt is not difficult to learn to quality, flavor and appearance. gether with a curling iron or an
prepare foods for quick-freezing, If sugar or syrup is added, it ordinary flat iron. Next, fold the
but every step is important to should be cooled. • Women who sealed edge neatly and close the
turning out a good product and have been quick-freezing fruits cardboard container.
carelessness or lack of knowledge for some time report, however,
Label packages neatly, showmay waste a lot of good food and that they obtain perfectly satis- ing contents and date on which
prove disappointing.
factory.results by freezing the frozen. Fruits will keep a year in
Vegetables require blanching fruits dry and adding sweetening the home freezer at a temperabefore quick-freezing. Though later when the fruits are served. ture of zero or lower.
most fruits do not, apples retain
As any of you know who have
If syrup is used the fruit
better taste and quality if they
enjoyed the delights of commerpacked
should
be
in
a
leakare blanched before ,freezing..
cially packed quick-frozen fruits,
In preparing fruits for quick- proof, as well as moisture and they look and tactiebetter if they
freezing be sure to select good vapor-proof package. Get the are eaten when only partially dequality, fully ripe fruits first right type of package and follow frosted.

Litter Owned By Boy
Weighs 3,448 Pounds

"WAN1ED"
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

Kentucky Rendering Works
Uniontown, Kentucky

C.

A litter of 13 purebred Duroc
pigs that weighed 3,448 pounds
when 175 days old was a feature
of the ton-litter show at the
Bourbon Stock Yards in Louisville. Owned by Roy D. Rice, a
Mason county 4-H club boy, it
sold for $17.75 a hundred.
Highest price was $18.50 a
hundred, paid to James W. Miller, Hardin county, winner of
fourth prize. His litter of 14 Du.
rocs weighed 3,121 pounds. Ten
4-H club and Utopia club litters
sold for an average of $17.25. All
others brought ceiling price of
$14.75.
Twenty litters were entered in
the show. A. N. Bottorff, Goshen, Ky., placed first, second and
third. His hogs were purebred
Durocs.

DEAF AND BLIND GI GREETS FAMILY— T-Sgt. Joseph Cahill, 27, who lost his sight in Germany when a Bazooka hit the
tank he commanded — the concussion almost completely deafened
him—greets his wife, Sue, and son, Jackie, 2, at the railroad
station in Philadelphia, Pa. (AP Wirephoto)
makers have cured 48,422 pounds
of ham and bacon, stored 7,085
pounds of meat in frozen food
lockers, canned 4,235 quarts and
brined 58 quarts.

No Meat Shortage Here
Shortages of bacon and ham
have been of little concern to
farm families in Henderson county, according to Home Agent
Leone Gillett. She reports that
during the past year, home-

Velour is the French word for
velvet.

FOR

INSURANCE
SEE

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent

Subscribe to The Leader

THE MAN WITH THE PLAN

GET READY
for

BOY SCOUT
PAPER COLLECTION
SATURDAY,OCTOBER 20
Princeton's three Boy Scout troops will again coiled waste
paper, still the No. 1 scarcity in the Nation, and YOU are asked
to contribute all the pape6 about your home or place of business.
Bundles should be tied or wrapped and placed on curb in front
of your home, so as to speed collection. Please do preparatory
work NOW.

REMEMBER
The Date.
... Cooperate
DO YOUR PART FOR RECONVERSION

PLENTY OF

111 W. Market St.

PHONE 81

PRINCETON, KY-

CAN EAT ANYTHING NOW
GIVES RETONGA CREDIT
Distress From Acid Indigestion. Painful Muscles
And Weak, Exhauster -Feeling Promptly Releived,
States Mrs.--Norton Feels
Better Than In Years
"My father recommended Retonga to me and I feel so much
better now that I can never
thank him or this grand medicine enough," happily declares
Mrs. H. R. Norton, well known
resident of Route 1, College Park,
Ga., in praising this famous Vitamized gastric tonic.
"I did not have strength enough to stay up all day and I
had given up hope of ever feeling much better," continued Mrs.
Norton. "Acid indigestion caused
me so much distress that I simply
dreaded to eat. Often I felt like
the gas pressure up against my
chest would cut off my breath.
I seemed full of toxic poisons
from sluggish elimination and
at times every muscle in my
body felt sore and achy. .1 slept
poorly, I fell off to only eightysix pounds and I felt so exhaust-

More than 1,000 acres of ryevetch mixture have been hared I had to do my house-work vested by
Logan county farma little at a time.
ers.
"Retonga gave me grand relief.
I have regained several pounds,
and I feel better and stronger
than in years. I can never say
enough in praise of Retonga."
Retonga is intended to relieve
disress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient flow of digestive juices in
the stomach, and loss of appetite.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.
adv.
MRS. H. R. NORTON

We have on hand - 2 x 4's,2 x 6's,2 x 8's, 2 x 10's and 2 x 12's in

No.1 Pine,Poplar And Oak
1 x 4's,1 x 6's, 1 x 8's in No.1 Pine
Skin dry? Tired leaking?

RUBBER ROOFING in Roll or Shingle
MOULDINGS

uarterround, Base Shoe, Scotia Mold, Water
a e, clieiTIVRITCritAvfl Mad—----BRICK SIDING,in buff and red - HOUSE and BARN PAINT

Flaky? Let "Botany" Lanolin bring
It new velvety smoothness. These

31,4175

dainty beauty preporattons con-

,E

$1.25,12

copious quantifies of the
precious lanolin oils that
oct soilkedhe.natutai oils

of

ii'skrn. Yoiiirrorei

the Difference" quickly.
St

SCREEN DOORS,Also MASONITE

410..
'411440

GYP LAP and PLY BOARD,qEMENT
COME TO EDDYVILLE AND GET SERVICE

GRESHAM BROS.
Dial Phone 3221

Eddyville

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
W. Main St.
Phone 54

TOPS
FOR

QbALITY

C1
aNr

I
311

;Prpg-Cola Company,Long Island City, N.Y.
Franchisee Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hoptinsvtlle Bottling Comm,

Short On
Ration Points?
Serve PASTEURIZED

MILK
For Added Meal Goodness

IT'S •..
• INEXPENSIVE
• PURE
• WHOLESOME
• PROTECTIVE

IT CONTAINS...
• CALCIUM
• PHOSPHORUS
• VITAMINS
• PROTEIN

AND...
IT'S PASTUERIZED!
"THE FAVORITE AT STORE OR DOOR
•

Princeton Creani1 Butter
Company
Phone 161

Futile Efforts To Attract Industry
With "Cut-Rate"Power Is Sad Theine
Of This Modern Tale Of Two Cities

LUMBER

tain, not just a little, but

Raising and fattening highquality feeder calves is the subject of a new Kentucky College
of Agriculture leaflet written by
Prof. E. S. Good, long head of
the animal husbandry department of the college. He discusses
the kind of breeding stock to
use to get good calves and how
to feed and manage the calves.
Four different plans for marketing calves are presented.

Most foot trouble in sheep
cemes from delay in treating
lameness and from lack of proper hoof trimming. Sheepmen at
Kentucky College of Agriculture say sheep should be watched for lameness and quick action
taken when any is seen. A knife
or pruning shears may be used
for trimming hoofs;

* ft

Doors - in all sizes - Windows

We Cannot Sell Insurance Cheap,
Nor Would We If We Could,
For Good Insurance
Can't Be Cheap,
Or Cheap Insurance Good,

Discuss Calf Production

Watch For Foot Trouble

LISTEN TO USA SERGIO...AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO... EVERY MONDAY

1x6-1x8-1x10andlx12C.M.inPoplarandGum

The community cannery in
Rockcastle county which will
continue to operate through the
meat canning season reports
more canning done than last
In Webster county, 151 homemakers report having canned
18,135 quarts of fruits and tomato juice, and 11,000 quarts of
vegetables.
It is estimated that about 1,000
farmers in Logan county primed
all or part of their tobacco crop.
A severe drouth has cost the
Christian county farmers an estimated $2,000,000.
More than 800 4-H club members in Leslie county have planted a mixture of fall and winter
greens and crimson clover seed.
The use of nitrogen fertilizer
on all crops in Boone county is
showing excellent results. ,
Fayette county reports that
farmers have houled one of the
best tobacco crops ever produced.
Farmers in Carroll county who
are sellnig eggs on a
aded basis receive from 3 to 6 cents more
per dozen eggs.
Owen county tobacco growers
are having the worst outbreak
of root rot ever experienced.
Lawrence Haney of Pulaski
county has harvested between
2,000 and 2,500 bushels of apples
from 230 trees as a result of
his spray and fertilizing program.
The Ballard County Cooperaerative Association is making
plans to clean, grade and ship
about 350,000 pounds of popcorn.
Oldham county 4-H club girls
won 52 blue ribbons on baked
foods, canning and clothing at
the Kentucky State Fair.
Approximately 2,000 bushels of
rye and vetch have been threshed in Hardin county.
Twenty-five 4-H clubs have
been organized in the rural
schools of Greenup county during the past month.

3 for 50c

GOLDNAMER'S

S might be called "A Mod- 'at Tupelo. And one eld one had
"Am residents of Skarnarit
rem Tale of Two Cities." moved elsewhere.
County and Steverson. in %valet
The elements of melodrama
Is located Bonneville Dam, we
No New Iudustries
are present. In each instance a
have witnessed the expenditure
Listen
to
the
editor
of
the
Tusmall community is awakened
of $70,000,000 or more; have seen
pelo
Journal:
"We had new thousands of workers from othfrom tranquil slumbers by a glittering fairy godfather in the form industries, dairy programs and er states oorne in and share exother
progressive
of a branch of the Federal Govdevelopments orbitant wages for construction;
ernment.
Sudden
prosperity, ten or fifteen years ago (before have seen them all leave for
astounding growth into a veri- TVA) but within the last few thdir homes carrying their govtable naetropolis, industrial sta- years we have not gone forward. ernment money — while fewer
bility — these are the things In fact, in many ways we have than ten new homes were erect*lipped."
promised.
ed in Stevenson, only four miles
• The promises have now colNow for Chapter Two.
Six from the big investment.
lapsed, the rosy dreams faded. years have elapsed since Bonne"Favored" Towns Let Down
The magic wand ot "oheap pow- ville Dam power became availer" has proved • broken mod. able in Stevenson, Wash., at an 44We favor private developreledpousni:
And the disillusioned residents arbitrary rate 17 per cent less
ment of this and even'
wonder what went wrong; why, than the general rate charged commercial area in the United
after millions of tax dollars were outside a 15-mile radius of the States.
A nation with a
spent, the promised prosperity big dam.
not in
failed to materialize.
tion,00t0"
o undd
rbwtriltse
ee
As in the case of Tupelo, not a a"
single new industry has been necessary project"
Tupelo Has Bad Luck
Why did both of these "favorupelo, Miss.,twas the first town attracted by cut-rate power.
When a CVA modeled upon the ed" towns fail to attract any Into receive TVA power.
Its
First, because
dustry at all?
counterpart in the Pacific North- discredited Tennessee Valley Au- the cost of electric power is $
thority was proposed,. the Stewest is Stevenson, Wash., first
venson Chamber of Commerce very small part of manufacturbeneficiary of "cut-rate" power
Second, because
expressed its blunt disapproval ing expense.
from the huge Bonneville Dam.
in a resolution which said, in socialized electricity it only a
Here is the first chapter in this
step toward socialized business
part:
modern tale of two cities.
in general and business men are
Phony Prosperity?
Expert publicists ballyhooed
distrustful of such great expert•Tuiteio***.yetresou power.
, trlire believe the plan to tosnl
Agr TVA
.paid for with
dtigilbut the rarttorff"--ft---Wattr
rates'lf
hailed as the first practical ap- thority . . is only another step dollar,
'
plication of TVA rates to • com- to concentrate authority in
munity seeking industry.
Yet Washington, D. C., and we beAdvertisement of
ten years after the big event, not lieve if the citizenry are properKentuaky Utilities CcinpanY
a single new factory had 'kited 1y. informed they will oppose
it.
Incorporated

T

TO PAY BILLS AND CONSOLIDATE
SCATTERED OBLIGATIONS .• . Also
to moot asoiosy oistorgoisclos of all kinds

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

.
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,
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PrIcat antleelya of any taxa,

George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Princeton, Rentneny

ate
Finance Corp. of Ky.

For Private
rids Promised

"Funeral" Is A
Roaring %Imes:
Baltimore—Ap—When a Baltimore Rajaii Board received
notice to claim up, the employee
decorated the windows of the
office with a small satin-lined
casket filled with gas and fuel
oil rationing stamps.
Beside the casket were sympathy cards, sent by merchants.
But nobody wept—everybody
just laughed.

Wallace, of the
Director Earl
and Fish Division,
Game
ie
plans in a
week announced
stocking
of
program
range
ponds with
• t.ly owned
panfish.
e and
-stocking is an ionre
load
part of any fisheries
to put inInd we expect
emphasis on it. We want
that be carried out in their neighborrs and others to know
hoods, the division will notify
directthat
in
ire planning
owners who then come to the
scene and get fish.
Division would like to
Wallace asked that pond ownaddresses
and
names
the
ers notify the division of their
-sized
adult
want
who
owners
Send this locations and wants at once, so
for their ponds.
that distribution can be coordin• ation by letter to the Divi- ated
and restocking can begin as
imenitFr i
soon as possible.
seining operations are to
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papers was from my wife, who
lives at 314 South Jefferson. She
mailed them to me regularly.
I thought you might be interested to know that your paper
has been delivered in an odd
Lieut. Shelby Pool Drops way
and to a place where I know
Home Paper To U.S. it was appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Prisoners
Shelby Pool
From Saipan comes a letter
1st Lt., Air Corps
from First Lieut. Shelby Pool,
314 South Jefferson St.
telling how he delivered The
Princeton, Ky.
Leader to some prisoners of war
near Tokyo in his B-29 bomber.
The letter follows:

local Flier Takes
leader To Tokyo

NEW YORK - A. P. - The average age of the 1,500 generals
who commanded the 8,000,000
man American Army in May of
1945 was 51.4 years, says the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Almost 35 per cent of the generals were under 50.
Johann Sebastian Bach, the
German composer, was an orphan at ten and was brought up
by an elder brother, an organist.

Dear Friends:
I am writing you to tell of a
little experience that I have had
regarding your newspaper, the
Prirreton Leader. As a matter
of flct, it is a new method of delivery.
Immediately after the War
with Japan was ended, I piloted
a B-29 to Japan for the purpose
HOME AGAIN Wilts hitirnikatt, — lite /Juice ox winasor standswith his mother, Dowager Queen
of dropping supplies to the prisMary, on the grounds of Marlborough House. It was the Duke's first visit to England in nine
oners of war that were interned
years. He renounced the British throne in 1936. (AP Wirephoto.via radio from London)
in Japan. On the particular mission I am refergjja to, I took
avalanche of returning vetera
along three copies I!th# Princealready under way, he will have
ton Leader to read on the long
to pump rejuvenation into VA
ride to the empire, which noruntil it can carry its tremendous
mally took about 7 hours. I had
burden.
Four 4-H Club champions in finished them by the time we
(Associated Press Features)
Those who have been close to
be had reached the Japanese mainWashington—When that decept- Gen. Bradley through his bril- 12 Kentucky districts will
ively quiet human dynamo Gen. liant campaigns in this war are elected at district achievement land. I took the papers and put
Omar Nelson Bradley came certain he can and will do the days beginning October 11, it is them into one of the supply barof rels we were carrying in our
back to Washington in August job .Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower announced from the College
to take over the Veterans Ad- once rebuked the war corres- Agriculture and Home Econom- bombays. I thought maybe some
one might like to see an Ameriministration, he faced just pondents for not keeping a closer ics at Lexington.
Ea-eh district project champion can newspaper.
as tough a job .on the home eye on Bradley. 'He's the brains
The camp we were dropping
front as he faced in the Mediter- of this army,' Gen. Ike said. And will be given a ;5 book of War
ranean and European war thea- the boys found out he meant it. Stamps and a special ribbon. our supplies on was almost in
At the time, Gen. Bradley was Winners of blue, red and white the middle of Tokyo itself and
ters.
That the Veterans Administra- mapping out the Normandy break ribbons also will be recognized. about 3 miles from the Emporer's
Club projects in which awards palace. We got all of our suption is an antiquated bureau through that led to the collapse
will be made are garden, can- plies in the camp O.K. We could
cracy is no reflection on Gen. of the Germans in the west.
im- see the boys running around getFrank T. Hines, whom Gen.
Through most of that campaign ning, clothing, foods, room
Bradley succeeds. Hines took he was chained to his desk—an provement, poultry, hogs, dairy, ting to the supplies we had
over VA 22 years ago when he executive—directing the opera- sheep, tobacco, corn, beef and dropped and I know someone
down there got those copies of
had to break ground with a tions of three armies totaling a labor service.
Achievement day programs the Princeton Leader.
minion men. The ramifications of
short-handed spade.
will be held as follows: Oct. 11,
Since that time I have made a
He had to deal with disgrunt- V. as multitudinous as they are,
and Campbellsville; few more such missions but I
Prospect
than
complex
more
no
be
can
led veterans who had no 'GI
Oct. 13, Danville and Lexington; didn't have enough Leaders to
Bill of Rights' to greet them those he already has met and
Oct. 16, Franklin and Paintsville; go around. The source of the
when they were discharged af- mastered.
Oct. 18, Murray and Morehead;
ter World War I. He had to
Key composed Oct. 20, Florence and MadisonScott
Francis
expanding
deal with the rapidly
the "Star Spangled Banner" Sept ville, and Oct. 23, Quicksand and
power of the national veterans',
London.
organizations. He had to deal 13, 1814.
with a Congress that was playJohn James Audubon, the pioPipeline To Victory
ing political football with every
For You To Feel Well
in painting birds in their
neer
NEW YORK - A. P. - Enough
vetdemand and complaint the
24 hours every day, 7 day, every
the son of a gasoline and oil to drive from
was
poses,
natural
never stopping, the kidneys filter
week,
erans made. The fact that he
waste matter from the blood.
French naval officer.
If more people were aware of how the
New York to Chicago every austayed in office for 22 years,
kidneys must constantly remove surtomobile, truck, tractor or bus
plus fluid, totems acids and other waste
with only a modicum of criticism
matter that cannot etay in the blood
transwas
1941
in
existed
that
remark
a
bespeaks
until recently,
without injury to health, there would
bebe better understanding of why the
ship
by
Europe
to
ported
able record.
whole eystem is upeet when kidney. fail
tween D-Day and VE-Day acto function properly.
In 1940, however, VA was a stuffed Up—Couldn't Get Bowels
Burning, scanty or too frequent urinamagazine.
Ships
cording to
tion sometimes warns that eomething
to Work Right
dying agency. Had peace continis wrong. You may gaffer nagging backache, headaches, dizsinesa, rheumatic
ued it would have lingered for
"I was so 'hound up' every meal
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
The Vatican City state was
Why not try Dose's Pills? You will
m'any years. Now suddenly it is was disgusting to me. Constipation
1929.
11,
Feb.
be using • medicine recommended the
named
discovered that this moribund had me down and I didn't know
country Over. DOOFI.1 stimulate the func.
tion of the kidney. and help them to
bureau is going to have to carry what to do. In the daytime I
flush out poisonous waste from the
'half dead'—a stuffed up feeling
blood. They contain nothing h•rmlui.
carfive or six times the load it
and it worried me half sick. Gas
Get Doun's today. Ure with confidence.
At all drug stores.
ried at the peak- of its efficiency pains had me puffed up and I sufat the same time administering fered real agony with it all. My
nod
Bowels
eKemed
to
balk
legislation far broader and more wouldn't work naturally. Everycomplicated than any that ever thing I tried furnished only tem(Al.. bee Stemed& Tomlin
benefited the soldiers and sailors porary relief. Then I tried PRPLAX. It opened me up, the gas Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comof the last war.
left and I feel differently." If pound is famous to relieve not only
monthly pain but also accompanying
Soon Gen. Bradley will find you're constipated don't wait—get nervous.
tired, highstrung feelings—
about 15,000,000 veterans on his PRU-LAX right now. Caution: when due to functional periodic disthis
any
Use
or
Taken regularly—It helps
turbance..
laxative
only
as
hands. With the home-bound directed. MONEY BACK if not
build up resistance against such disPlnkbam's Compound helps nodelighted with results. Get PRU. tress.
curet Pogo,label directions. Try tit
LAX today,
(G) eac
.
j
ateat
d
i
cakm,e

(Clip and keep handy for
daily reference and shopping
aid.)

MEATS, FATS, ETC.
Al through El good through
October 31. Fl through K1
good through November 30.
Li through QI good through
December 31. RI through VI
good through January 31.
SUGAR
Sugar stamp 38 valid through Dec. 31. Good for 5 lbs.
(Be sure to put your name
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
Clistorners and all food buyers
in Princeton as a friendly
helpful service by

4:H Champion To
Be Named In State

Beware Coughs'
from common

That Hang On
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membrane& Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
Quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

SION
CREOMUL
For Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis
Need'a'

LAXATIVE?
Slack-Draught Is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

Come fall there's nothing
like a sweater and skirt,
whether you're spending your
time in town or country —

and skirts today in all styles
and sizes and make your selection, while stocks are complete.

azronsti
wo

WALKERS DRUG STORE
TASTEET11, an Improved Powder to
be sprinkled ors upper or lower plates.
pleas
bolds false teeth more firmly in
rock. No gummy.
Do not slide. slip or or
FASfeeling.
gooey. pasty taste
TEETH Is alkaline (non-acid). Does not
Checks "plat* *doe' (denture
soar.
breath). Get FASTS:ETU at any dm
atom

Skamanis
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expenditure
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Men's Navy Blue Melton Jackets
all button front, Navy Blue
leather trim
$750
Zipper Front
Sizes 36 to 46
on your red points; save
them for occasions when
needed most.
There are plenty of pointfree foods to provide wellbalanced diets including
our delicious Creamed
Cottage Cheese, which con-

Your classic favorite----vibrantly bright
Chesterfield, whipstiched f o r fashion
newness. For casual life, for dress-up,
,
onir

tains all the tissue-building
proteins of meat.
For good health and real
enjoyment, phone 161 for
.
a tempting, fresh cartai
delivered to your door.

Men's Plaid Mackinaw Coats
Blue, Brown or Red $895 TO $1350
Sizes 36 to 46
A, (1 aren't there simply scads of them
at Penney's? Wear a round neck blonse
your new necklace ring or choker
r-arls. The tie front is alwajw sweet.
,'And who doesn't appreciate
the ever-useful tailored blouse?
'Long and short sleeves. Prints
;and plains in Rayon Crepe.

Boys' Woolen Mackinaws
Small sizes 2 to 8

Thursda ,October 11,19
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Prizes Offered
For Soil Essays

Clothing Price
Cut Unlikely As
Costs Increase

War Bonds And Cash
To Be Awarded Conservation Winners

Towels, Diapers, Shirts,
And Nightwear Due
To Sell Higher, OPA
Announces

CLASSIFIED ADS

OLD NEWSPAPERS - three
bundles for 10 cents, while
they lest. Leader Office.
LOST — Ration meat stamps,
on sheet. Please phone 204-J,
Itc
Mrs. T. R. Buttermore.

One set duel hollis, some pre- ARTICLES mothproofed
Berlou are guaranteed
war tubes, 10, lt, 18, 21, also
moth damage for 5
some truck tubes, some 6.00yea
cleaning cannot
16 and 5.50-17 thrill. Also medes
lou.
B.
R.
stove.
Average
heating
cost remove
ium size
to no
a
suit
or
dress is 8c a
Cornick OM Co. It
Walker's Drug Store.
FOR SALE — 4-room circulating heater, S. P. Davis; back WHO WANTS GRAND')
CANE? Will sell
of shirt factory. Phone 629-W.
discovering the chetip.s'
1t
concentrd
nurishment in those eller
WANTED — Jersey or Guernpackin', malty -rich, sw
a-nut Grape-Nuts,
sey cows; fresh or to be fresh
Cr
says he doesn't need any
soon. Would buy 100 shoats.
old cane, lie walks
See or call Mack Spickard.
ltp
hands. Runs, too.
Phone 219-W.

War Bonds for soil conserve
FOR SALE — One Car Radio,
tion essays by Kentucky school
boys and girls!
to Norris Dillingham, all of DawThat's tbe contest open to pub- son Springs High School. Clara
lic school students in the Trade- Rose Beard, of White School, subWashington, (AP)—Chancels•
water Soil Conservation District, mitted the best essay from the
virtually disappeared this week
Chairman J. R. Allen, Dawson rural grade school.
for the six or seven percent cut
Springs, announced this week
In clothing prices OPA predicted
.................
would be achieved this year.
Total prizes of $1,500 in War
OPA officials who asked that
Bonds are offered to essay prize
they not be named acknowledgwinners by the Courier-Journal
ed this in the wake of additional
and Times and Radio Station
price concessions to the garWHAS, Louisville, in cooperation
ment industry.
with the Kentucky Association of
These concessions, announced
Soil Conservation District superTuesday night, mean that for the
visors.
rest of this year, most manufactA $25 bond will go to the writurers can make fewer low-priced
er of the best essay in the TradeMotor
Co.
Rouge
plant,
Detroit,
Ford
the
of
Employes
—
PRODUCTION
garments than they have been re- FORD'S BACK IN
water Soil Conservation District,
quired to heretofore.
Mich., work on the assembly line production cff 1946 model passenger cars after being twice
and this essay will be eligible to
a
wheel manufactured by
The Opening Of A New
On another action, OPA an- halted by strikes in feeder plants. Workman at right adjusts
compete for the three state-wide
nounced that the public soon Kelsey-Hayes whose striking UAW-CIO mem bers shut off the flow of auto wheels, brake
prizes of $100, $50, and $25 in
may have to pay more for cotton drums and tractor parts to Ford plants. The Kelsey-Hayes Co. have resumed production.
War Bonds.
towels and flannel diapers,shirts (VP) Wirephetp)
In addition, the Tradewater
0
and nightwear. This is expected
Soil Conservation District is ofhad
producer
a
if
that
means
to result from an increase to
fering the following awards to
garmanufacturers under terms of discontinued low priced
winners in the district: Second
two
ments or materials he made
the price control act.
(Continued from Page One)
place, $10.00; third place, $5.00;
OPA officials held to a hope years ago, he would have to re- needed in each instance.
and $1.50 for the best essay from
that there will be some reduc- sume such production to be in
each rural grade school that subdifference in the two sitThe
regulation.
the
with
compliance
Butler
At
No Classes
tion of clothing prices by the end
mits two or more essays.
seems to be that in HickThis provision covered some uations
of the year. (They have climbed
Eastside
And
"We'd like fo see every student
council
the
both
county,
man
nearly 14 percent since the hold- 400 kinds of men's, women's,
our district turn in an essay,"
in
back
will
court
fiscal
the
Friday, Oct. 12 •
the-line order was issued in May and children's apparel made of and
District Chairman Allen said.
hospital with
new
proposed
the
Eastside
and
Butler
in
Classes
rayon.
and
wool
1943.)
cotton,
Princeton and schools have been dismissed all "Soil erosion is the biggest probOPENING SPECIALS
But it is generally conceded in
Under the revised order, manu- funds, whereas in
such back- day Friday, that teachers may lem we have in Kentucky, and
no
county,
Caldwell
the agency that a six to seven facturers can turn from five to
every
It's a problem that reaches
percent cut is out.
20 percent higher average price ing has as yet been forthcom- attend the annual meeting of the one of us whether we live on a
— — 5 lb 22c
Potatoes — —
First District Education AssociaThe low-priced garment re- lines than in 1943. About half of ing.
farm or whether we live in town.
It seems apparent that what tion at Murray State College, C.
laxation were in the so-called the increases are 10 percent.
None of us can get along without
Grapes — — — — — — 2 lb 25c
the good citizens of our neigh- A. Horn, superintendent, said
maximum average price regula- Most of the rest are less.
soil, because that's the place
accan
rivers
all
said
the
below
Tuesday. Mr. Horn
tion vigorously opposed by the
OPA stressed that this will not bor
where our food, clothing, and
Cabbage — — — — — 3 lb 10c
industry since it was issued early mean any increase in retail ceil- complish should be as readily Princeton teachers will attend. most of our shelter comes from."
this year. This opposition has ings for garments. It means done here.
Most of the teachers of Fre"Conserving Kentucky's Soil
Lettuce — — — — 5 doz. Size 10c
Certainly the need at Clinton donia and Cobb schools also will must be the subject of each essay,
brought an easing of the order rather that a housewife, for exfor both fabric and garment pro- ample, will have to spend a lit- cannot be greater than the need go to the FDEA meeting, Supt. which is not to be longer than
Oranges — — Nice Size - doz. 30c
ducers
tle more for a dress because a in Princeton.
Edw. Blackburn said, but teach- 1,000 words. Entries must be in
Originally the regulation re- cheaper one is not available.
ers of the county's one-room by November 1
quired these manufacturers to
Texas, with petroleum and schools probably will hold their
In the Tradewater Soil Conreturn to their average price
The first capital city of Gua- sulphur, ranks first among the classes as usual, due to difficulty servation District, last year's
lines of 1943, which were lower temala was established by Pedro states in the value of mineral of obtaining transportation.
first-prize winner was Kenneth
Many other Fruits and Vegetables at Special Prices including Bananas
than those of this year. This de Alvaredo in 1524.
Fredonia and Cobb teachers Purdy. Second prize went to
products.
at
meeting
who do not go to the
Monroe Rambo and the third,
Murray will be required to hold
classes Friday, Mr. Blackburn
said.

Announcing...

KILL INFLATION WHERE IT STARTS

r*

FRUIT & VEGETABLE MARKET

Schools Out For
Teachers' Meeting

New Hospital

014

Steam in its pure state is a dry
invisible gas.

Railroad Honors
Fallen Heroes

IOW
TO KEEP

Friday, October 12

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer •

Fruit & Vegetable Market
Located in Old Leader Bldg.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 163

Fredonia, Ky.
..
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FOR THE SAKE OF AMERICA'S FUTURE

PRICES DOWN

SAUElt KRAUT
C. B. PUFF

CAKES, bulk

26/4

lb.

TEXSUN GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE, large 46 oz. can

29(

Gift Brand Sweet Wisconsin

KELLOGG'S

package

RICE KRISPIES,

PEP,

10(

package
drip or regular grind,

FOLGER'S

1 pound

COFFEE,

BROOK'S TOMATO

No. 2 can 12(

PEAS

KELLOGG'S

1k

CATSUP, 14 oz. bottle
DeLUXE ITALIAN STYLE

SPAGHETTI, 16 oz. jar

15(
18(

nrganizations.

VALLEY LEA EVAPORATED

BRER RABBIT BLUE LABEL

MILK, 3 tall cans 25c, 12 cans95(

SYRUP,

GOLD DISH WHOLE KERNEL

Plain or Iodized

STERLING

16 oz. bottle

SALT, 2 lb. round package

CORN

Harvest Country Style Mixed

29(

PICKLES, quart jar

No. 2 can

16(
13(

GRAPES,

pound

121(

POTATOES, 10 lb. 33c, Bag$3.25

WHITE ONIONS,

LETTUCE, Jumbo size, head 12/f

PARSNIPS,

HOME GROWN, PURPLE TOP

FLORIDA,

TURNIP._
CALIFORNIA

ORANGES,

250 size, doz.

33(

John E. Young Agt,
/Issas
Primates. Ly•
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Our modern store is now open for business and, while our stock is not as full
and complete as we anticipate, it will be as soon as more is available in the near future.
We have a good variety of Nationally Advertised and Nationally Priced merchandise
for your inspection.

Our business policy is to provide Princeton, Caldwell County and our immediate trade territory with high class jewelry and allied' merchandise at reasonable
prices, under a dignified divided payment plan which will please our customers.
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MILD AND SWEET

Automobile

pound

TENDER AND WHITE

EAV

DEPENDABLE
IN

IDAHO BAKERS,

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
CALIFORNIA TOKAY

011.1111.11.1.010101.4MINdin to.

Neg

Return
To D
Here
In Jail

Mexico;
Helen,

Packed in quart glass jars. Nothing better cooked with weiners or frankfurters.
(No points).
Quart jar
Sauer Kraut 18¢
Bronze plaques similar to the
blank one pictured here, bearing the
names of Illinois Central men who
lost their lives in World War II,
will be erected at stations in some
forty-five communities along the
Illinois Central System. At the
close of the war, the service flag
showed that of the more than 10,000 Illinois Central men and women
who had entered the armed services 194 were known to have died.
These local plaques will bear from
one to a dozen or more names, and
a master plaque bearing the names
of all Illinois Central men who
died in military service will be
pieced in the waiting room at Central Station, Chicago. In every
case there will be appropriate dedicatory ceremonies, participated
in by local community and patriotic

B.
fera

mad'
Mrs. G

HOWARD STONE, Owner
Market St.

A

pound

10c

Full of Juice

--GRAPEFRUIT, - pouuL.._80t.
got,
CRISP ARIZONA,
fl
bunch
CARROTS,

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, fresh fruits, fresh meats and fresh vegetables

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT
CASH az CARRY STORES

Painting, Fender Work. We
Specialize in Repair of
Generators, Starters and
Distributors.

We cordially invite you to come in and visit our store, to inspect our stock and
to familiarize yourself with our method of doing business.
bow

Welding
Lathing and Machine Work
Now located one block East
of East Side School,
E. MAIN ST.

James
Spurlock

Winstead Jewelers
East Court Square at Main Street

Princeton, Ky.

